Position Title: Educational Interpretation Intern  
Supervisor: Director of Programs and Events  
Department: Programs  
Internship Offered: Summer 2021  
Status: Unpaid Internship; Remote Work

Position Overview: Public programs use works in the Everhart’s collection to create a space for all ages to engage and learn. This internship provides an excellent opportunity for students to learn about museum interpretation in a small, dynamic department. The Museum Interpretation Intern will work closely with the Director of Programs and Events to select collections pieces to be interpreted for public programs for all ages.

Responsibilities:
• Read and research trends in museum interpretation
• Read and understand object-based learning and inquiry-based learning in museums
• Create a comprehensive body of research, choosing interpretation themes that appeal to different audiences
• Use the interpretation framework to complete research on 2-5 artworks or objects in the museum collection
• Work independently to write accessible educational content

Qualifications:
• Enrolled in an undergraduate or graduate program
• Possess excellent interpersonal skills and works well with others
• Able to multitask while working independently
• Possess strong verbal and written communication skills
• Strong attention to detail and organizational skills
• Self-motivated and flexible

Preferred Qualifications:
Students interested in careers in Arts Administration, Museum Programming, Hospitality, Digital Media Marketing or related fields